Legitimating New Religiosity
in Contemporary Russia
“Vedic Wisdom” Under Fire

ABSTRACT: Attitudes toward alternative spirituality in Russia are shaped
by legislative limitations on religious freedom, the state’s traditionalism,
and Russian Orthodox anticultism. Nevertheless, public personalities
associated with new religious movements persist and flourish. Oleg
Torsunov, popularizer of Vedic Psychology and holistic medicine, is
a striking example. Despite ongoing controversies about his religious
affiliation, medical claims, and gender ideology, Torsunov continues to
attract followers. This article examines why public figures such as
Torsunov seem unsinkable in hostile cultural environments. Mapping
the heated discursive landscape surrounding Torsunov, I argue that the
secret to this resilience is a “legitimation lattice”—the strategy of
grounding one’s authority in several sources of legitimacy. Torsunov’s
lattice is composed of different interlocked strips: science, Indian spirituality, personal charisma, and common stereotypes. This structure
increases the resilience of controversial public figures in two ways: by
making their legitimation strategies flexible and by allowing them to
emphasize mainstream values as needed.
KEYWORDS: legitimation, gender, Russia, Eastern Europe, new
religious movements, New Age, International Society of Krishna
Consciousness (ISKCON), Krishna, Vedic Wisdom
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n the 2010s, at the height of his popularity, the Russian lifestyle
guru Oleg Torsunov (b. 1965), alternative health practitioner, femininity expert, and purveyor of “Vedic Wisdom,” found himself in
trouble with an unusually diverse cast of critics. The task of debunking
his claims and exposing his errors was taken up by the Russian Orthodox
Church, Russian followers of Hindu spirituality, feminist bloggers, psychologists, disappointed patients, interested observers, and the National
Council of the Center of Krishna Consciousness Societies in Russia.
Besieged from all sides of the ideological spectrum, this prolific man
is a fascinating example of a contemporary spiritual celebrity, at once
representative and unique. Torsunov’s persistent, if troubled, public
presence usefully complicates our vision of the contemporary landscape
of spirituality in Russia. His resilience points to a broader question: how
do controversial public figures preserve their appeal, even as their
authority claims are consistently delegitimized by outsiders?
Having positioned himself as an expert in Vedic spiritual knowledge, Torsunov seeks to translate this knowledge into Russian realities.
Crossing boundaries between religion, New Age spirituality, and popular psychology, his teachings on personal improvement reference the
broad Indian tradition, draw on Krishna Consciousness doctrine, and
echo American self-help bestsellers, such as John Gray’s Men are from
Mars, Women are from Venus (1992). Torsunov’s medical practice ranges
from popular advice on holistic living to eccentric methods of healing
with stones and tree bark. His nontraditional sources should have
made him suspect in the contemporary Russian political climate.
Instead, his practice has flourished, becoming at once more controversial, attracting scrutiny and criticism from a variety of interested actors,
and more mainstream, with thousands of online followers and positive
media exposure.
Torsunov began his practice in the 1990s in a country transformed
by the recent transition from the highly secular, often pro-atheist Soviet
state to a space of unprecedented religious freedom, where domestic
and foreign spiritual movements flourished. However, by the 2000s, the
state introduced new legislation that marginalized “nontraditional”
religions, distinguished by their recent arrival or relatively minor cultural significance in Russia.1 The image of a newly traditionalist Russia,
hostile to all forms of dissent, has dominated both national and international media.2 Though based in legal and sociological reality, this
image begs for nuance because alternative spirituality in Russia continues to flourish. This persistence is particularly striking in the case
of spiritual celebrities.
As a particularly adaptable post-Soviet spiritual leader, Torsunov is an
example of the paradoxical resilience of alternative spirituality in the
Russian public space that is ostensibly dominated by traditional religions
with a long historical presence on the territory of Russia, such as Russian
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NEW RELIGIOSITY IN CONTEMPORARY RUSSIA
Despite the promotion of atheism in the late Soviet Union, there
existed a complex “cultic milieu,” a “cultural underground” of “deviant
belief systems and their associated practices.”8 These beliefs and practices, though “deviant” from the state’s perspective, were propagated by
independent spiritual seekers who often negotiated official structures,
rather than rejecting them. The state’s suppression of metaphysics
8
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Orthodox Christianity or Islam. Based on my analysis of Torsunov’s
writings, lectures, and promotional materials (2003–2018),3 and discussions of his work on Russian websites, forums, social networks, and in the
media, I map the heated discursive landscape surrounding his public
presence and activity. This article is also informed by my ethnographic
research into discourses of Vedic Wisdom in contemporary Russian New
Age and interviews with Vedic Femininity followers.4 Building on James
R. Lewis’ argument that legitimation in religious movements involves
flexible and contextual strategies,5 I show that Torsunov’s approach to
grounding his authority can be spatially represented as a lattice. While
a physical lattice is made of crossed strips, a “legitimation lattice” lends
its structural soundness from diverse sources of authority, which allows
controversial public figures to adjust their rhetoric to make teachings
appealing and convincing.
The lattice approach to legitimation has a downside: it exposes its
user to criticism on different fronts. The whirlpools of controversy
around Torsunov exemplify this process. Torsunov’s critics problematize his religious affiliation, scientific soundness, faithfulness to Krishna,
and approach to gender. Though the accusations are grave and the
debunking campaigns thorough, none have decisively delegitimized
Torsunov. Nevertheless, the debates facilitate vernacular theorizing
about important social and existential problems: the psychological
import of spirituality, the boundaries of science, the post-Soviet religious
landscape, the usefulness of self-help, and the meaning of gender.
The legitimation lattice strategy has two major implications for the
problem of the resilience of controversial spiritual figures and other
kinds of opinion leaders. First, their success depends on their ability to
move between legitimation sources, adjusting their level of reliance on
any single one. Second, flourishing in inhospitable environments requires spiritual leaders to disavow radical potential and emphasize values
that are more in line with the mainstream: in the case of Torsunov,
conspiratorial thinking6 and traditional gender roles.7 This model of
legitimation thus helps explain why controversial celebrity experts persist in the post-Soviet religious landscape, as well as in the wider public
space of the post-truth era.
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fueled an underground esoteric effervescence, which included experimental science, underground art, urban mythology, psychic and paranormal phenomena, and other forms of spirituality.9 New religious
influences appeared from abroad. The International Society of
Krishna Consciousness (ISKCON), which arrived in the 1970s, was one
of the most notable newcomers.
ISKCON’s international history began in 1965, when A. C.
Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada (1896–1977) traveled from India to
the United States to preach devotion to Krishna.10 As a branch of
Vaishnavism, one of the largest denominations in Hinduism, ISKCON
includes traditional Hindu worship practices: conducting rituals; chanting mantra; offering blessed food, or prasadam;11 as well as serving free
meals or selling books on city streets. Since it was new to the West and
perceived as exotic, ISKCON is often cited as an example of a new
religious movement. Starting with world-renouncing attempts to replicate a premodern social system in contemporary society, the American
movement encountered anticultist attacks and institutional crises, eventually transitioning to a more “world-accommodating” orientation.12
Meanwhile, in the Soviet Union, the ISKCON community grew despite
state persecution.13 In post-Soviet Russia, it flourished in the open.
The post-Soviet transition was marked by legislative changes that
enabled freedom of religion, and a subsequent upsurge in new religious
movements and New Age practices and ideas: foreign and domestic,
reinvigorated and innovative.14 Charismatic personalities promoted
secret doctrines, esoteric teachings, and alternative health practices.
Celebrity psychics appeared on TV. Popular psychology books, both original and translated from English, became bestsellers, and a subculture of
holistic living flourished, overlapping with attempts to reconstruct preChristian Slavic belief systems and back-to-the-land projects.15 Scholars
developed different frameworks to approach these new forms of spirituality. Alexander Panchenko suggested seeing them as “crisis cults”: like
“cargo cults” that resulted from colonial encounters, new religions reflected profound cultural changes following the collapse of Soviet ideology.16 Others saw Russia’s religious effervescence as a symptom of
Westernization or a reflection of personal spiritual searches.17
Post-Soviet religious freedom was eventually cut short. Drawing on
Western anticult sources and led by Alexander Dvorkin (b. 1955),
Orthodox activists argued that Russian citizens were in danger of being
brainwashed by “totalitarian cults.”18 Like the United States and Britain
in the 1960s, post-Soviet Russian society responded to challenges posed
by new religiosity with anxiety fueled by media sensationalism.19 Though
only a minority of new religious movements pose legitimate dangers,
they are often unusual in the host culture and destabilize the status quo,
which makes them easy scapegoats for fears of social change. 20
Orthodox interest groups received the support of the government,
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TORSUNOV AND HIS VEDIC WISDOM
In 1965, the year of Swami Prabhupada’s arrival in America, one of
his most idiosyncratic Russian followers was born across the ocean in
Serov, a small town in the Ural Mountains. Growing up in a working
class family during the culturally restrictive Era of Stagnation, 23
Torsunov nevertheless benefited from an active cultic milieu. As a teenager, he experimented with yoga and psychic perception.24 After graduating from a medical college, he studied in the Samara Medical
Institute, but was conscripted to serve as an army medical instructor
after his second year. He returned to finish his dermatovenerology25
degree in 1992, and pursued his spiritual search with renewed vigor.
Four years later, he was initiated into the Krishna Consciousness tradition as Audarya Dhama Das.26
Torsunov’s teaching is a version of ISKCON philosophy transformed
by esoteric influences and popular psychology and complemented with
a practice of alternative healing. In 2003, Torsunov positioned himself as
“an expert in Ayurveda, dermatovenerology, needle therapy, acupuncture, acupressure, phytotherapy, reflexotherapy, lithotherapy, folk medicine,” healing with mudr ās (hand gestures) and yantras (graphic
symbols).27 Over time, references to mudrās and yantras were replaced
with promises of diagnosis by photo and voice and healing with oils, tree
bark, and corals. These layers of expertise created an impression of
multi-faceted and readily adaptable authority.
At this point, Torsunov began his practice as an itinerant lecturer in
and around Russia. In 2004, he opened Dr. Oleg Torsunov’s Consulting
Center of Vedic Culture in Riga, Latvia, advertised as a provider of
generic spiritual aid: “Good advice is simple, clear and effective, and
10
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seeking to regain control over the country’s ideological crisis through
managing religious expression.21 In the first decades of the new century,
Russian anticult discourse shifted focus from brainwashed individuals to
the supposed political dangers of new religious movements. Legislative
changes rearranged the post-Soviet religious free-for-all into a hierarchical space that privileged religions seen as traditional to Russia.22 In this
climate, newer forms of spirituality were rendered suspect. They did not,
however, disappear.
Spiritual seeking continued in different forms—less spectacular, but
not restricted to the private sphere or the underground. Torsunov’s
popularity is exemplary of this process. Despite being frequently challenged, his influence has continued to grow beyond the boundaries of
his own spiritual home in ISKCON. What enables this counterintuitive
flourishing of alternative spirituality and controversial authority in
Russian public space?
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most importantly—timely and affordable!”28 Throughout the 2000s,
Torsunov opened several short-lived consulting centers in Russia,
United States, Germany, and Israel. In 2006, he opened the Moscow
Consulting Center, which was renamed the Amrita Center and moved
to Krasnodar, a city in southern Russia, six years later.29 Meanwhile,
Torsunov’s website expanded, engaging new audiences and volunteers,
advertising new projects, and raising money for publications.30
Torsunov’s practice expanded into a small self-help empire. Even in
the increasingly traditionalist political climate of the 2000s, when alternative spirituality practices began to attract negative attention,31 his
work was far from being repressed into silence. Known far beyond
ISKCON as a lifestyle and psychology expert, Torsunov has published
thirty-four books on subjects ranging from family relations to life after
death, from business advice to flu remedies.32 He has produced hundreds of lecture recordings, appeared on television and gained 360,000
followers on the Russian social network VK.com and 323,000 on
YouTube.33 The Torsunov.ru website, updated in 2017 with a flashy
design, regularly published letters from readers: a woman suffering from
shyness, a man struggling to manage his mind-reading abilities.34 On
Torsunov-online.ru, one could find dozens of courses on personal development, family life, health, weight loss, yoga, astrology, and spirituality.35
The offshoot website VedaRadio.fm provided lectures and mantras.36
Torsunov’s books can be purchased in mainstream bookstores as well
as his online store Ecoveda.37 Their popularity spurs offline involvement: the biannual festival Blagost’ (“Sattvam” or “Goodness”) and
reader-led clubs in Russia and beyond.
Torsunov’s psychology teachings are widely known as Vedic Wisdom
(vedicheskaia mudrost’ ). Within ISKCON, the term is understood both
narrowly as a set of sacred writings and broadly as a philosophical and
spiritual tradition grounded in these texts.38 Prabhupada’s capacious
conception of Vedic culture is consonant with the vague conception of
Vedic Wisdom in Russia’s alternative spirituality circles today. 39
Drawing on this ambiguity, Torsunov liberally invokes Vedic Wisdom.
He owes his fame, however, to one specific aspect of this discourse:
Vedic Femininity.
Vedic Femininity is a framework for women’s self-development that
focuses on cultivating qualities perceived as feminine: meekness, subservience, beauty, and wisdom. According to the teaching, women are
naturally inclined to submit, while men are born leaders. Realizing one’s
spiritual potential requires strict adherence to gendered behavior.
These teachings reflect misogynist tendencies historically present in
ISKCON,40 but, more importantly, overlap with the social conservatism
dominant in the Russian public sphere.
The rhetoric of family values was popularized by the state to address
Russia’s demographic crisis and give ideological backing to the country’s
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opposition to the West. In this context, the ISKCON vision of gender as
interpreted by Torsunov fell on welcoming soil, and Vedic Femininity
was taken up by other lecturers, bloggers, influencers, and fashion
designers.41 Spread through social networks, often without attribution,
Torsunov’s writings on Vedic family values gained media attention and
entered the self-help sections of bookstores, alongside the books of his
follower Olga Valyaeva (b. 1982), a Krishna devotee who promotes Vedic
Femininity to an audience of young women. Other spiritual communities, especially Neopagan ones, were inspired to develop their own versions of Vedic Femininity.42 The teaching’s appeal secured its position
alongside popular gendered self-help of writers such as John Gray (b.
1951), an American author whose bestselling books of relationship
advice are very popular in Russia (1992, 2017).43
Torsunov’s enterprising approach is not unusual. Marketing is an
important component of religious life, and movements strategically use
“faith brands”44 and “devotional marketing”45 to help potential members find and join them. ISKCON temples in particular have historically
been supported through book sales, vegetarian restaurants, and devoteeowned businesses.46 Torsunov, however, is less of an alms collector than
an entrepreneurial founder of a movement—a prophet who makes
a profit.47 Even more precisely, he is a creator of a new product out of
preexisting traditions, following a common strategy of New Age
authors.48 In addition to selling treatments and healing items, he promotes the Vedic Wisdom brand on the market of popular psychology,
competing with other writers for sales of books, seminars, and event
tickets. While a “faith brand” like ISKCON seeks to attract converts but
maintain its boundaries, Torsunov’s Vedic Wisdom exceeds these
boundaries, gaining converts not to a faith but to a lifestyle. By shifting
to the language of personal development and empowerment, Torsunov
moves away from ISKCON’s Krishna-centered discourse into the territory of the New Age and what Paul Heelas calls “self-religions.”49 This
process is not straightforward. Combined with Torsunov’s eclecticism, it
makes his practice vulnerable to challenges from within and without the
community of his followers. This approach to marketing renders
Torsunov’s Vedic Wisdom teaching culturally liminal. Prabhupada’s
teachings in New York already adapted the Hindu tradition for the
international context, but Torsunov’s practice takes this process further.
Western versions of non-Western forms of spirituality are not innocent borrowings but products of colonialist knowledge extraction.50 New
Age culture in particular domesticates such teachings by including them
in the Western framework of popular psychology.51 In the process, ideas
and practices are decontextualized and hijacked by the ideology of personal development. In Torsunov’s case, this problem is especially salient
because of the profound differences in ISKCON philosophy, which
requires a focus on transcendence and commitment to the spiritual
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LEGITIMATION LATTICE
According to James R. Lewis, legitimacy is “[a]n important ideological resource for emergent movements, particularly in hostile social environments.”52 This resource has many uses: legitimation strategies serve
in “making converts, maintaining followers, shaping public opinion, and
appeasing government authorities,” and help leaders “justify their leadership positions to themselves.”53 Because of his position between a new
religious movement and the broader culture of popular psychology,
Torsunov has to manage all of these factors. Unlike a leader of a closed
community, beholden only to his followers, Torsunov has to manage his
reputation in the eyes of a highly diverse audience. This requires a creative approach to maintaining legitimacy.
To reflect the multiplicity of legitimation strategies used in the
realm of new religiosity, Lewis expands Max Weber’s classic model
of types of legitimate authority—traditional, legal, and charismatic54—into an elaborate taxonomy. Like Weber, Lewis distinguishes
appeals to tradition, rationality, and charisma. But where Weber, at his
own acknowledgment, described pure types, Lewis is interested in
real-life uses of legitimation strategies as flexible tools that “emerge
more or less spontaneously out of the ongoing life of the community.”55 In Torsunov’s practice, these strategies work together to support his legitimacy.
Torsunov presents himself as a doctor, scholar, healer, Ayurveda
expert, and lifestyle guru, and his claims to authority extend across the
realms of medicine, new religiosity, New Age, and popular psychology.
Reflecting these influences, Torsunov relies on four legitimation strategies: (1) rational appeals to science and medicine, (2) traditional appeals to the Vedas and vaguely defined Indian wisdom, (3) appeals to his
own charisma (extraordinary insights and abilities), and (4) appeals to
his audience’s common sense and stereotypes. These strategies,
13
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community, and New Age beliefs, which valorize the self as a divine
entity that must be cultivated. Because these visions of the self are clearly
at odds, Torsunov’s attempt to marry the Vaishnava worldview and a selfhelp business is a delicate endeavor.
In the Russian public sphere, accusations of cultural appropriation
are not common, but the liminality of Torsunov’s spiritual teaching
nevertheless creates unease. As his version of Vedic Wisdom moves
into New Age territory, it extends further from its source tradition,
attracting suspicion both from ISKCON adherents and from outsiders
who perceive it as nonnative to Russian culture. What has secured
Torsunov’s success in this precarious position is his flexible approach
to legitimation.

Nova Religio

LATTICE STRIP 1: SCIENCE
Science and Medicine
Though religion and science are sometimes pitted against each
other, science often serves as a legitimating strategy for religious claims.
While some religious authorities do seek to refute scientific claims,
others relegate science to a separate domain, thus rendering sciencebased critiques of religion powerless.57 Finally, some religious actors
claim to be scientific, drawing on its aura of authority, which Lewis
described as the charisma of science.58
Torsunov’s relationship to science does not neatly fit any one of the
three scenarios. While he seeks association with scientific institutions, his
work is at odds with mainstream academic and medical practices. His
ambivalent attitude to science is not unusual: religious figures often
selectively affirm the scientific claims that they find “acceptable and
potentially confirming.”59 Prabhupada himself, though adamant in his
critique of Western scientists,60 cited scientific findings to strengthen the
authority of the Vedic tradition.61 Torsunov inherits this ambivalence,
but in his case the emphasis is flipped: while Prabhupada emphasized
the superiority of Vedic knowledge as science, Torsunov makes consistent
appeals to the mainstream scientific institutions that he also critiques.
First, Torsunov seeks affiliation with official scientific organizations—
a task that is easier than it seems, given that experimental approaches to
science have a history of being semi-accepted in Soviet and Russian
institutions.62 The title “doctor” points to his undergraduate degree in
dermatovenerology. He has scientific patents for a device called “the
healing napkin” (1996) and his phytoreflexotherapy method (1997).63
14
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overlapping but distinct, are the “strips” in the metaphorical lattice of
his legitimation.
These legitimacy strips lend support to the discursive structure, but
they also attract diverse challengers. While Torsunov maintains his own
legitimation with relative success, many observers are not convinced.
Critical discussions take place on review websites, on anti-Torsunov
pages, and in mainstream media.56 Some critics are direct competitors:
religious actors from the Russian Orthodox Church, ISKCON and other
Hindu movements, as well as alternative healers and even Wiccans.
Others—secular anticultists, bloggers, and journalists—are external
observers. The third group of detractors are former patients or Vedic
Femininity followers. Occurring in different spaces, these conversations
have surprising overlaps. In the next sections, I will discuss Torsunov’s
legitimation strategies—the lattice strips—and his critics’ attempts to
reveal the structure’s weakness.
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Pseudoscience and Malpractice
The most serious criticisms of Torsunov’s work pertain to medical
claims. They fall into two categories: patient narratives and methodology critiques. One frequently reposted article detailed the personal
experience of a former employee and patient of Torsunov’s Amrita
Center. The author included stories she had heard from others, along
with a call for more testimonials. The response was overwhelming.
Since then, stories of unsatisfied patients continue to appear online,
reposted by anti-Torsunov bloggers. The most prominent themes in
these narratives are suspect methodology, administrative negligence,
and misdiagnosis.
Torsunov’s former employee described a chaotic workplace where
patients were neglected, methods unclear, and Torsunov’s behavior
15
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Torsunov’s 2003 website cites the Ministry of Health’s approval of his
methods (a claim later removed).64 To reinforce his legitimacy, in 2012,
Torsunov defended a Candidate of Medical Sciences dissertation at the
Avetik Burnazian Federal Medical Biophysical Center, and published
three short articles on the self-reported effects of positive motivation
on healthy habits and personal value systems.65 Torsunov’s promotion
of a healthy lifestyle was also officially recognized, albeit by nonscientific
or parascientific bodies: the International Sobriety Academy (2011), the
State Duma (2014), and the Ilya Mechnikov Russian Academy of Natural
Sciences (2015).66
At the same time, Torsunov’s alignment with the scientific establishment is selective. He dismisses experts who disagree with him as
“country doctors” and polemicizes against Darwin.67 Without rejecting
science outright, he seeks to redefine it: “You may tell me that I don’t
have scientific knowledge, that I don’t say scientific things. I think that
on the contrary, I say scientific things. Real science must make people
happy, not unhappy, and not confuse them but tell them the truth.”68
By subjugating scientific authority to the goal of increasing people’s
happiness, Torsunov manages to draw on scientific authority while
critiquing it.
The belief that science should serve to improve people’s lives shapes
Torsunov’s rhetoric. Instead of scientific arguments, he tells compelling
anecdotes that simplify complex ideas and evoke emotional responses.69
He is more likely to mention a private conversation with an, e.g.,
“leading professor of nutrition,” than to cite a recent study. Personal
anecdotes model for his audience how to interpret the world according
to his teachings, but they do not convince his critics who value empiricism and statistics. Moreover, the power of these anecdotes is undercut
by counternarratives of his former patients.
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unquestioned. Other stories confirmed that Amrita’s constantly changing rules required people to undergo many rounds of confusing procedures and purchase several healing kits of tree bark or stones,
supposedly more powerful with each update. Many described the staff’s
rudeness and lack of expertise in medicine, nutrition, and Vedic astrology. Several mentioned dubious practices of sourcing precious stones,
smuggling, and selling fakes.
The truly disturbing stories involve misdiagnosis and mistreatment.
Torsunov is said to have falsely identified tuberculosis, a malignant
tumor, and pregnancy, and prescribed ineffective or harmful treatments
of conditions ranging from fever to melanoma. In some stories,
Torsunov actively discouraged patients from getting medical treatment,
causing a young girl to delay a vital operation, an infant to die without
emergency care, and a Krishna devotee’s wife to die of cancer. His claims
that he can cure schizophrenia and AIDS are also infamous.70 Detailed
and emotionally compelling, patient stories are fodder for media controversy. Some were included in the exposé of alternative healers in the
newspaper Sovershenno Sekretno. 71 When the COVID-19 pandemic
reached Russia in March 2020, Torsunov announced that consumption
of ginger and turmeric can prevent and cure the coronavirus, requesting
that ginger be distributed during his lectures.72 The statement went
viral, causing ginger prices to spike.73 In response to the ensuing media
scandal, Torsunov made a statement calling on people to follow the
government’s directions, but the damage was done.74 Such media controversies, backed by patients’ stories, have inspired thorough investigations of Torsunov’s practices.
Torsunov’s critics question his methods, credentials, and scientific
contributions. Many cast doubt on his education: one comments that “[a
real] doctor cannot be confusing syndromes and symptoms”;75 another
feels “sorry for the Samara Medical Institute” for having Torsunov as an
alumnus;76 and a third doubts that Torsunov has a degree at all.77 One
article points out that two of his articles are listed as published in nonexistent issues of real journals.78 One critic probes Torsunov’s links with
Indian Ayurvedic institutions, publishing an email exchange with a suspiciously elusive administrator. The article, though itself inconclusive, is
frequently reposted.79
In response to accusations of malpractice and falsification of credentials, Torsunov has adjusted his legitimation strategies, adding academic
publications to his website in 2013, and replacing bold claims with modest promises of preventative care.80 These adjustments have spared him
the seemingly inevitable legal trouble. Nevertheless, accusations of malpractice were troubling enough to concern ISKCON, which found itself
implicated in the controversy. After all, Prabhupada’s teaching formed
a major source of legitimation in Torsunov’s practice, and many of
Torsunov’s disappointed patients were Krishna devotees.
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LATTICE STRIP 2: INDIAN SPIRITUALITY
Ayurveda and Indian Wisdom

Conversion and Brainwashing
Many of Torsunov’s detractors question the validity of Indian wisdom
or Torsunov’s access to it by demonizing ISKCON and alternative spirituality in general. Diverse Russian Orthodox, Russian Hindu, and
17
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Torsunov positions himself as a long-standing student of the
“Eastern heritage,” and his early website had the subtitle “The
Eastern Medicine ‘Ayurveda’ for All.”81 To justify such appeals to
Ayurveda, Torsunov characteristically relies on both institutional and
anecdotal backing. His early website lists his associations with Indian
institutions and teachings that have obvious ISKCON connections: the
Bhaktivedanta Institute, the Bombay Bhaktivedanta Hospital, and the
Bombay Ayurveda Institute of Vedic Health; Hindu texts of Manu
Samhita and Chanakya Niti-Shastra; and the disciplines of Jyotisha
(astrology) and Vastu Shastra (architecture). Torsunov also posted
photographs from Krishna’s birthplace in Vrindavan, Uttar Pradesh,
invoked meetings with “prominent thinkers and philosophers” in
India, and recounted travel anecdotes.82
ISKCON-specific references would be lost on many readers, but
the aura of Indian expertise would have been impressive enough—
especially in the early 2000s, during an economic downturn when
international travel was not widely accessible to Russians. This legitimation strategy drew its force from the Western tradition of exoticizing Indian spirituality, strengthened by the long-standing narrative
in Russian culture of shared Russian and Indian spiritual roots.83
The approach allowed Torsunov to associate with Eastern-based spirituality circles beyond ISKCON by, for example, publishing in the
Yoga Journal.84
The wider visibility of Torsunov’s claims to channel “Indian wisdom”
also invited scrutiny. Torsunov rarely announces that his teachings are
rooted in a specific doctrine, preferring vague references to the Vedas.
This approach is congruent with Prabhupada’s conception of Vedic
thought as “sacred knowledge” that is found in texts beyond the historical Vedic period.85 However, since Torsunov’s links with ISKCON are
easy to trace—he mentions Prabhupada, gives lectures in temples, and
employs and promotes Krishna devotees—his vagueness may appear as
evasiveness. An apparent reluctance to identify as a Vaishnava in the
context of such obvious connections feeds his critics’ desire to reveal
his “true agenda.”
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secular critics rely on classic anticultist motifs of brainwashing and
threats to national security.
Russian Orthodox anticult websites often express concern about
enterprising Krishna devotees like Torsunov, known to Russians outside
of ISKCON as “Vedic psychology lecturers.” A prominent example is the
investigation done by the Informational Consulting Center on
Sectarianism in the Cathedral of the Great Prince and Holy Saint
Alexander Nevsky in Novosibirsk. Referring to such teachings as “the
Trojan horse of Krishnaites,” the article claims that the vegetarian
prasadam they offer is a brainwashing tool, “desecrated by the devils . . . sacrificed to the dark spirit of Krishna,” which can “deform a person’s consciousness so much that they could stay a Krishnaite forever.”86
Invoking national security, the article argues that ISKCON is a hostile
agent of ideological warfare, supported by the Hindu nationalist organization Vishva Hindu Parishad and/or American-sponsored political
interests. The anxiety voiced in the article responds to real challenges
of globalization: religious movements do sometimes channel political
interests, and the Vedas, much like the Bible, have been employed in
service of radical agendas.87 However, the article’s claims that partaking
of prasadam will irrevocably “deform a person’s consciousness,” or that
individual consumption of Indian ideas and goods threatens Russia’s
economy, are unsubstantiated and simplistic. In an ironic twist,
Russian Orthodox anti-Torsunov articles are themselves contaminated
with ideologically foreign voices: arguments and quotes from ISKCON,
Hindu, and feminist sources.88
Some Russian followers of Eastern-based spirituality believe
Torsunov’s work to be a dangerous manifestation of an illegitimate
Hindu sect. Participants in the yoga forum Goloka criticize ISKCON as
a New Age bastardization of the Vedic tradition, and Torsunov as a selfinterested pseudoguru who muddles Ayurveda with his own ideas.89
Another example is an anti-ISKCON website run by an anonymous
Russian proponent of “the anticult movement within Hinduism.” His
articles document ISKCON’s troubled history and label Torsunov as
a “charlatan,” a “Faux Vedist,” a “CryptoKrishnaite” and a “Krishnaite
Doctor Frankenstein.”90 While Russian Orthodox anticultists fear that
Torsunov’s Vedic Wisdom threatens Russia with Indian religion, this
critic sees danger in the Western ideology of monotheism, patriarchy,
and capitalism, which underlies Torsunov’s Eastern-seeming teachings.
Anxiety about Torsunov’s blend of Western and Eastern influences
therefore cuts both ways.
Introducing a third perspective, secular bloggers also argue that
Torsunov’s ISKCON roots delegitimize his authority but steer away
from the sensationalist language of brainwashing or idol sacrifice.
Instead, they explain Torsunov’s appeal in psychological or sociological terms and are often more light-hearted. One prominent figure is
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LATTICE STRIP 3: CHARISMA
Charisma and Psychic Abilities
One self-development website explains Torsunov’s popularity with
his preacher-like “charisma and magnetism.”95 While Torsunov rarely
makes explicit claims to having extraordinary power, he is acutely aware
of the possibilities of charisma as a source of legitimacy. Torsunov cultivates an aura of exceptionality but modulates it to mitigate its dangers.
According to Weber, charisma is “a quality by virtue of which supernatural, superhuman, or at least exceptional powers or properties are
attributed to the individual.”96 Today, charismatic authority is often
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Roman Zharkov, whose humorous YouTube videos thoughtfully
engage with contemporary forms of spirituality. His “Vedic
Manipulations” video series specifically analyzes the appeal of
Torsunov.91 According to Zharkov, Torsunov’s promises of a better life
run counter to ISKCON teachings that see worldly success as an illusion. Torsunov’s real aim, Zharkov argues, must be to gain converts
with exciting but unfulfillable promises.
Another common motif in secular critiques of Torsunov is the idea
of a bastardized original, which can be revealed by unlayering the
lattice of legitimation. Unsatisfied with Torsunov’s vague invocations
of Vedic knowledge, many commenters enlist historical sources to
challenge such claims to legitimacy. One critic writes that Torsunov’s
teachings are untraceable to Vedic texts: “all the bullcrap spread by
Torsunov . . . and other ‘Sages’—none of that is in there. Please remember: THE VEDAS SAY NOTHING OF THE SORT.”92 For commenters
like him, revealing Torsunov’s Krishna connection is a step toward
analyzing the sociocultural and psychological significance of his teachings. This often involves implicit or explicit judgment of Torsunov’s
audience as poorly educated or desperate. Unsurprisingly, Torsunov’s
followers are eager to reject such implications. Many argue that the
teachings do not require conversion,93 an assertion supported by my
fieldwork experience.
Still, accusations of proselytization and brainwashing have impacted
Torsunov’s legitimation strategies. Drawing on the relative tolerance of
ISKCON doctrine, which sees all religions as forms of worshiping
Krishna, Torsunov asserts that everyone needs to find their own tradition; he even plays Russian Orthodox hymns during lectures to accommodate his audience.94 Deemphasizing the authority of Indian wisdom
in this way, Torsunov falls back on the third strip of his legitimation
lattice, his personal charisma as a spiritual leader. This strategy is particularly useful in justifying his unique alternative healing practices.
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associated with the realm of religion, in keeping with the etymological
meaning of the Greek word charisma—a divine gift.97 Charisma is
frequently invoked to describe leaders of new religious movements as
“visionary [and] emotionally expressive,” unusually bold, energetic,
and capacious in their focus on both large-scale problems and their
followers’ lives.98 Importantly, this quality is a matter of perception:
charisma appears when others see the individual as extraordinary.
Charisma is therefore less of a source than an intense bind of authority,
providing the leader and the followers with certain benefits. As Lorne
L. Dawson shows, this view of charisma also makes it possible to analyze:
an inner quality is difficult to measure; a relationship, however, can
be observed.99
To maintain a charismatic relationship with his audience, Torsunov
gives voice to other people’s perceptions of him, in addition to describing himself as extraordinary. First, Torsunov’s website showcases followers who celebrate his special knowledge, healing abilities, or
personal saintliness. One commenter effusively describes Torsunov’s
unforgettable gaze and touch, thanking him for the miraculous healing
of her daughter; another compares him to Jesus. Second, Torsunov
himself makes straightforward statements of exceptional knowledge and
skills, mentioning an extraordinary ability to diagnose people by sight or
promising effective treatment of “practically all chronic illnesses.”100
Such bold statements have limited persuasive power on their own, which
is why Torsunov solicits stories of successful healings and encourages
people to test his powers live or over the phone.
Presenting himself as a gifted psychic, Torsunov invites associations
with celebrity healers who became popular in Russia the 1990s, including the infamous Anatoly Kashpirovsky (b. 1939), who drew in huge
audiences before losing public trust.101 In his lectures, Torsunov seeks
to distance himself from such unwanted parallels by mocking
Kashpirovsky as a charlatan, but they are hard to shake off, especially
when his own assertions of authority are unsubtle. Over time, Torsunov’s
rhetoric has been refined, but he still regularly resorts to claims of
having an extraordinary status: for example, assuring his audience that
his afterlife prospects are superior to theirs: “the Lord has already shown
me where I’ll be after death. . . . I saw a pure beautiful place. And I am
awaited by exalted people. The Lord won’t tell you where you’ll go after
you leave your body. Because such knowledge would sadden many of
you.”102 Such self-aggrandizing statements, combined with exaggerated
promises, naturally raise suspicion. As Dawson notes, “continuous selfpromotion” reveals the mechanism of legitimation instead of making
authority seem natural.103
Torsunov manages this danger by strategically downplaying the role
of charisma within his repertoire of legitimation. A more obviously charismatic leader would lose legitimacy if caught acting as an ordinary
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Vulgarizing and Profiteering
By playing up his personal charisma, Torsunov adds fuel to the
unease that some Russian ISKCON members have about his doctrinal
accuracy. Is Torsunov popularizing Prabhupada’s teachings or confusing inexperienced listeners? The problem is exacerbated by the facts
that Torsunov’s work has been controversial and that he earns a profit
off it. This led ISKCON leadership to conduct a formal investigation of
his practice.
Concerns about Torsunov were raised on the Russian ISKCON
forum in 2012, in a debate about whether spiritual teachers can accept
money for their work.109 At the time, malpractice complaints from
ISKCON members were already circulating online, and Torsunov’s
Amrita Center was criticized for not meeting Vaishnava standards.110
A group of anonymous devotees identified errors in Torsunov’s references to Ayurveda.111 In February 2013, the National Council of the
Center of Krishna Consciousness Societies in Russia received an open
letter from a group of devotees requesting an investigation of Torsunov’s
activity to address accusations of malpractice, exaggerated claims, and
doctrinal inaccuracy.112 Acknowledging Torsunov’s contribution to popularizing Prabhupada’s teachings, the writers nevertheless warned that
his ethical and legal troubles could reflect badly on the movement,
encourage anticultists, and traumatize young devotees. A month later,
the Council promised to conduct a comprehensive audit and published
Torsunov’s response, in which he acknowledged that his healing methods are unrelated to Ayurveda, stated that the Amrita Centre was
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person, but Torsunov embraces and takes advantage of both his ordinariness and his exceptionality.104 As a result, his passionate defenders,
such as Olga Valyaeva, depict him as a person like any other who has
become extraordinary by working on himself.105 The more restrained
reviews of Torsunov’s work on his website also focus on his personality
without veering into veneration.
Still, Torsunov’s bolder moves frequently backfire. During live lectures, audience members have unscripted reactions to his claims, sometimes doubting or rejecting them. In these situations, Torsunov does not
admit defeat; instead, he calls skeptical listeners “hypnotized”106 and
dismisses his opponents’ arguments as “hogwash.”107 These responses
generate even more negative feedback.
Charisma can easily be challenged because it is based in a relationship; relying on charismatic authority thus remains a “fundamentally
precarious” task.108 In Torsunov’s case, this danger is compounded by
the fact that he represents a larger movement with a clearly defined
doctrine.
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LATTICE STRIP 4: STEREOTYPES
Casual Register and Stereotypes
Despite claims to exceptionality, Torsunov’s speech and mannerisms
are not particularly sage-like. His lectures are interspersed with casual
slang, sayings, popular songs, and comedy. Appealing to an audience’s
emotions, these elements amplify Torsunov’s approachability. Similarly,
by obliquely mentioning his personal or work problems, Torsunov shows
that he faces the same challenges as his audience: he just has better tools
to tackle them.
To ensure that his teachings speak to an average Russian, Torsunov
highlights their practicality by invoking ordinary experiences. In doing
so, he presents himself as a guy-next-door who happens to be privy to
complex knowledge. This knowledge can be verified by “looking at life,”
rather than through scientific study. Marshaling truisms, stereotypes,
and anecdotes, Torsunov presents his ideas as simple and familiar to his
audience—in other words, as common sense.
Torsunov’s lectures constantly reference contemporary realities: the
post-Soviet crisis of values and gender norms, political chaos, health, and
economic struggles. He invokes ethnic stereotypes to explain the benefits of certain lifestyle choices or to normalize life difficulties, invoking
the image of coconut-eating African tribes to prove the benefits of vegetarianism,116 and using karma to explain climate differences between
India and Russia.
Gender stereotypes provide the foundation for Torsunov’s Vedic
Femininity teachings. A proper woman must commit herself to her
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improving its practices, and cited the positive results of a February 2013
legal inspection, conducted after an anonymous complaint.113 Three
months later, a lawyer, doctor, and Vaishnava representative carried out
the ISKCON audit, which confirmed that Amrita met most sanitary,
legal, licensing, and spiritual standards, aside from minor problems with
record-keeping, exaggerated claims, and Vaishnava conduct.114
Although Torsunov often remembers that year as a period of trials,
ISKCON’s response was respectful and positive. He continues to give
lectures to devotee audiences. Still, his position in the movement
remains conflicted. Media exposés about Torsunov continue to affect
ISKCON’s reputation, and independent devotee groups online
denounce Torsunov with citations from the Bhagavad Gita, satirical
memes, and video mashups.115 Some members of Torsunov’s audience, however, are untroubled by these issues because they see him
not as a psychic or a Vedic sage, but as a relatable teacher who offers
practical advice.
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Sexism and Bad Psychology
Psychologists, journalists, feminist bloggers, and women who began
to doubt Vedic Femininity teachings express concerns about the consequences of embracing gender stereotypes promoted by Torsunov.
Appearing in personal blogs in 2013, such critiques have since consolidated into online communities117 and appeared in the media. Critics
rely on the authority of psychology, gender theory, personal narratives,
and humor. Torsunov’s name is near-absent from these debates, which
usually target his follower Olga Valyaeva, reflecting how far the reach
and significance of Vedic Wisdom has stretched. Debates about Vedic
Femininity shift the conversation from debunking one man’s claims to
a larger critique of gender roles.
Many critics have turned to psychology frameworks, explaining that
the simple rituals of Vedic Femininity, such as wearing a skirt, appeal to
young women who feel lost or insecure in their own identities.118 They
argue that such teachings encourage inauthentic and manipulative
behavior under the guise of spirituality. The teachings harm, above all,
the Vedic woman herself. At best, she secures a provider on terms that
prevent her from truly experiencing love and self-understanding. At
worst, she faces codependency, spousal abuse, and depression. Many
critics point out that neither Torsunov, who is rumored to have been
married multiple times,119 nor his entrepreneurial female followers
seem to be following the teachings themselves.120 These psychologybased critiques suggest non-gendered approaches to finding fulfillment:
developing all aspects of your personality, learning about yourself and
others, and cultivating compassion. They recommend books by psychiatrists Jane Shinoda Bolen (Goddesses in Everywoman, 1984) and Clarissa
Pinkola Estés (Women Who Run with the Wolves, 1992), who use Jungian
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family rather than external connections; respect, admire, and obey her
man; organize and perform domestic tasks; be faithful and sexy; wear
jewelry and long skirts; and eat sweets to cultivate cheerfulness.
Meanwhile, the man is expected to take the lead within the family and
maintain relationships with people outside it, understand the meaning
of life, and find a job according to his nature. He must make money to
expand the domestic space and provide his wife with jewelry, clothes,
and sweets. These commandments reflect not sociological realities, but
patriarchal stereotypes widely accepted in Russian society. They naturalize Torsunov’s claims and give his listeners a sense of security by confirming existing biases. However, precisely because Vedic Femininity is
the most wide-reaching of Torsunov’s teachings, it is also vulnerable to
the widest range of critics. At this point, Torsunov’s reliance on stereotypes backfires.
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psychoanalysis to emphasize a wider range of feminine expression—
both meekness and wildness, both submission and power.
Many articles make the feminist arguments that Vedic Femininity
disadvantages women and equips possessive men with tools of oppression. Some explicitly draw on gender theory, describing Vedic
Femininity as a patriarchal assault on feminism or an iteration of sexist
“women’s rules” that support state-sanctioned social conservatism and
distract people from socioeconomic problems.121 Other critics eschew
references to gender theory, but make profoundly feminist arguments,
highlighting the material advantages that men derive from the Vedic
Femininity ideology and calling it “a fucking manual on driving a woman
into her grave—with her own hands, no less.”122 A prominent example is
psychologist Evgeniya Zadrutskaya’s website Slushai Dushu (“Listen to
Soul”). Zadrutskaya offers a systematic critique of Vedic Femininity,
chronicles her own experience with the teachings, and posts stories
submitted by readers.123 These stories contribute to the online circulation of Vedic Femininity recovery narratives.
Documenting women’s negative experiences, narratives of recovery
are the backbone of Vedic Femininity critiques. These stories have a conversion/deconversion arc, tracing women’s journeys from initial enthusiasm through a period of depression to rejection of the teachings and
a sense of empowerment. Vedic Femininity here appears not as a gateway
to ISKCON, but as a patriarchal “cult” of its own. One particularly
detailed story documents a woman’s despair at her failure to be submissive and enjoy feminine handicrafts, which almost drives her to quit
university. Most narratives end on an uplifting note, with the writer
taking responsibility for her well-being. This compelling pattern of conversion to and recovery from Vedic Femininity was taken up in the media
and even fiction.124
While personal recovery narratives tend to be serious, some critics of
Vedic Femininity use humor to reveal its limitations. Blogger Lena Malaa
takes Torsunov’s rhetoric to its natural, and absurd, conclusion: “What
unfeminine creatures we are. Forgot our great purpose, learned to read,
write, think. Having learned to think, began using profanities. The most
brazen ones went to work and even started making money.”125 The online project “Women’s Kingdom: In a Harmonious Search for a Master”
offers an elaborate parody of Vedic Femininity in eight videos: “Vedic
literacy” webinars explaining “how to become a Real Woman” through
wearing giant loose dresses or shaving off your eyebrows, personal testimonials of transformations “from a human into a Woman,” and men’s
defenses of their equal rights to cultivate their own Vedic Femininity.126
With its growing visibility, Vedic Femininity has reached more potential critics in mainstream platforms, from Cosmopolitan to YouTube.127 In
response, its proponents have to readjust their approach. Valyaeva has
acknowledged that the pursuit of femininity can become an unhealthy
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obsession.128 While Torsunov is less widely known and less pressed to
respond, these critiques still profoundly challenge his legitimation strategies because they reject the commonsense authority of gender stereotypes on which he relies. In these circles, Torsunov’s popularization of
patriarchal ideas does not legitimate his teachings, but rather illuminates the limitations of restrictive gender roles and encourages their
spontaneous contextual critique.

CONCLUSION
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The idiosyncratic edifice of authority claims constructed by Oleg
Torsunov is not simply a striking example of contemporary alternative
spirituality. It illuminates how such forms of spirituality continue to
function and influence Russian society despite their marginalized status.
To create a widely appealing teaching, Torsunov draws on a variety of
legitimation sources: the authorities of science, Eastern spirituality, personal charisma, and gender stereotypes. These sources are diverse and
sometimes even conflicting: Torsunov invokes both official and unofficial science and presents himself as both average and extraordinary.
What holds this heterogeneous lattice together is the rhetorical glue
of Vedic Wisdom: a vague discursive construct with many connotations
but no single referent. The notion of Vedic Wisdom, popularized in
Russia by Torsunov and other ISKCON lecturers, now functions as
a shortcut to legitimation for diverse actors, pointing to an authority
at once serious and untraceable.
Torsunov’s detractors are eager to point out the weaknesses of his
approach to legitimation, critiquing his ambivalent relationship to
ISKCON, dubious medical practices, doctrinal inaccuracies, and sexist
psychological teachings. Coming from Russian Orthodox, Hindu,
Vaishnava, feminist, and other viewpoints, Torsunov’s critics warn
against brainwashing, malpractice, bastardizing spiritual truth for profit,
and gender stereotypes. Some commenters pursue investigations with
reference to sacred texts or laws, while others employ the same methods
as Torsunov to delegitimate him, recounting anecdotes and appealing to
emotions.129 Some use humor to expose the absurdity of his claims or
analyze Russia’s religious landscape. Some focus on Torsunov’s personal
life, others on his ideas. The debates around Torsunov are “arguments
over classification,”130 questioning whether his work represents proper
science, medicine, or psychology, and whether it is a part of a religious
organization, its illegitimate offshoot, or a popular manifestation of an
illegitimate cult.
While Torsunov sometimes reacts aggressively to criticism (in 2018,
he called on the audience to physically attack his critics),131 usually he
simply adjusts his legitimation strategies in response to challenges.
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Addressing some concerns can be straightforward—for example,
Torsunov defended a dissertation to strengthen his scientific
credentials—but, given the variety of accusations, responding to the
critics requires some work. Adjusting the supporting strips of his legitimation lattice, Torsunov has to balance showcasing his academic
research with reiterating the superior nature of Vedic science and deflecting accusations of proselytization with demonstrating faithfulness to
Krishna. His renewed legitimation strategies remain diverse, if not mutually exclusive, but, as this article has shown, the success of a legitimation
lattice does not depend on internal coherence.
The flexible legitimation lattice endows its users with two important
advantages: it allows them to selectively align with the cultural mainstream and to shift between different sources in grounding of their
authority. Using the first strategy, Torsunov downplays the more exotic
aspects of his teachings, disavows their potentially radical aspects, and
emphasizes traditional gender values and skepticism about science,
which belong in the cultural mainstream. He also seeks to align himself with scientific institutions and avoids confrontation with the government. Even his invocations of Indian spirituality are infused with
a patriotic spirit. Drawing on ISKCON’s relative tolerance for other
faiths, Torsunov expresses approval of the Russian Orthodox tradition
without compromising his own. Aligning the separate strips of his
legitimation lattice with various aspects of mainstream culture,
Torsunov presents himself as an upholder, rather than challenger,
of the status quo.
The second strategy enabled by the legitimation lattice is the ability
to shift emphasis as needed. The locus of Torsunov’s authority is spread
out. When challenged on one subject, he can turn to audiences who are
interested in other aspects of his work. For example, when critics attack
him on scientific grounds, he can shift to the language of spirituality,
invoke his personal expertise in Indian wisdom, or emphasize the practical value of his teachings.
The critics’ efforts have, however, impressed some members of
Torsunov’s audience. Some women I interviewed found the controversies around Torsunov to be revelatory and testimonials of former “Vedic
Women” to be a valuable resource. Other people remain unmoved,
dismissing unsavory details as irrelevant biographical data, gossip, or
defamation. In comment sections, blogs, and forum discussions,
Torsunov’s defenders argue that his ideas are free, useful to
independent-thinking listeners, and do not require conversion. For
many, the draw of Vedic Wisdom does not lie in Prabhupada’s or
Krishna’s authority, scientific research, or even Torsunov’s own charisma, but rather in the perceived practical use of his teachings in daily
life. This is evidenced by letters of readers whom Torsunov inspired to
clean the house, face life challenges, take up jogging, explore spiritual
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traditions, and improve their health by using tree roots.132 To these
readers, Torsunov’s legitimacy is of secondary importance.
Despite the determined efforts of his critics, Torsunov has not sunk
into obscurity or been obliterated by scandal. His teachings continue to
appeal to both ISKCON devotees and broader audiences, weathering
bigger obstacles than targeted critique. Vedic Wisdom in Russia is flourishing in a cultural climate that is hostile to forms of spirituality perceived as nontraditional. In this article, I have argued that controversial
opinion leaders such as Torsunov persist in the public sphere in part
because they make use of the legitimation lattice.
The legitimation mechanism that underlies the idea of Vedic
Wisdom appears beyond alternative spirituality. It helps explain the
persuasive power of unsubstantiated claims, evident not only in
Torsunov’s lectures, but also, for example, in Donald Trump’s erratic
tweeting. The model of a legitimation lattice highlights that in order to
be persuasive, the locus of authority does not have to lie in an exceptionally robust source. What matters is the person’s facility in juggling
these sources. The legitimation lattice, with its flexible structure of discrete interlocking “strips,” allows empirically unsupported and easily
debunked views to remain resilient and attractive. Legitimation lattices
are moving targets that require their users to keep adjusting their strategies in response to actual or potential attacks. Their very complexity
makes them vulnerable as well as resilient.
Above all, legitimation lattices are generative: they attract criticisms
and allow for adjustment; they encourage broader conversations about
the topics raised by the public figure, as well as the nature of authority,
evidence, and truth. Controversies about Torsunov allow their participants to articulate questions that go beyond one man’s reputation. The
Torsunov debates are overlapping processes of vernacular theorizing,
tackling subjects such as the nature of religiosity and its place in today’s
Russia; the comparative importance of tradition, sacred writings, science, charisma, or common sense; Russian gender roles; and the psychology of wanting instructions on how to live and the self-development
industry that feeds that desire. These conversations result in emerging
bodies of knowledge available to those who reach for them.
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